Invitation for VSERV
STUDENTS BELONGS TO GRADUATE COLLEGES OF CHANDIGARH & PUNJAB ARE ALLOWED TO
PARTICIPATE.
Respected Director / Principal / Head of Department / Head (Training & Placements) and Training & Placement Officer.
Greetings from BGGI!
Hope you are doing well.
First and foremost, on behalf of BGGI,Sangrur, I like to take an opportunity to thank you for your kind support regarding
participation of students from your respective University / Institute during various pool placement drives conducted at BGGI,
Sangrur and looking forward to have continued support in future.
Further, with immense pleasure I would like to inform you that with consistent and relentless efforts we have succeeded to
confirm the pool campus drive of V SERV for MCA, BTech graduates (Computer Science /Information Technology) (Batch
2019 pass out) on 14th February 2019 at BGGI Sangrur. The job profile, eligibility criteria and other details are
mentioned below;
B Tech - CS/ MCA -- 60 %
Salary – 3.50 Lacs per annum at time of joining and after 6 months it shall be revised.
Software Trainee / Programmer Trainee
Service Bond: 3 Years
Freshers have a chance to go US after completion of 3 years service with the company.
Job Descriptions :
* Responsible for software development using Microsoft Dot Net technologies (Windows application and web application).

* Analyze, program and implement as per project specifications.
* Responsible for delivering the projects on time.
* Design, code and test new windows and web software applications support the vertical in providing solution.
* Enhance existing systems by analyzing business objectives, preparing an action
* Plan and identifying areas for modification and improvement. Ensure timelines of the Programs developed by the team assigned. Initiate code
reviews/suggest improvements in code and quality.
* Maintain existing software systems by identifying and correcting software defects.
* Investigate and develop skills in new technologies.
* Create technical specifications
Desired Candidate Profile
Must HaveCandidate should have excellent communication skills.
Very good analytical and technical skills.
No gap in education or only one year gap can apply .

10th - 65% must , and 12th and BTech - 60% : Throughout academics is mandatory.
* BE /MCA/B Tech /MSc (IT) Full time graduates , Fresher’s
Should have good analytical skills and knowledge of Data Structures / Algorithms, knowledge of any one programming language.

* Certification in Dot Net technology with knowledge of Dot Net

Windows based application development is an added advantage
* Must be very good in C, C++, C#.Net, with SQL Server 2005/2008
* Knowledge on Win-forms, Data structures, Linked list desired.
* Must be good in SDLC with Excellent programming skills.
* Must be eager to learn and able to work under pressure and meet deadlines.
NOTE: Students are expected to carry 02 hard copies of their latest resume, 04 pass port size photos, College ID proof

